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2022 began with key framework providers for sustainability disclosure upgrading their frameworks to enable better ESG
disclosure and many securities commissions making watertight norms to avoid greenwashing. The Science Based Targets
initiative (SBTi) has developed scope 3 target setting while EU’s expert advisors openly opposed the inclusion of gas and
nuclear energy into the EU Taxonomy guidelines.
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The UK has launched a task force to aid companies in producing science-based climate transition strategies
whereas Europe has taken the lead and targeted 100 cities (across the globe) to become carbon neutral.
The big names are at it again as Goldman Sachs intends to boost the growth of European sustainable
investments and green bonds. Stripe, Alphabet, McKinsey, Shopify, and Meta join hands to pledge the
USD925m carbon reduction solution.
Moody’s Analytics has incorporated climate risk assessment in its credit lifecycle management platform,
CreditLens. The European Union has issued a green bond worth EUR6.6bn which will raise 30% of the EUR800bn
under the ‘NextGenerationEU’ plan. The Canadian government has disclosed its plans to mandate climate
disclosure in the budget for 2022. ExxonMobil has been subpoenaed by the California Attorney General’s
office for overstating the role of recycling in curbing plastic pollution.
Lastly, The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filed a complaint against Vale S.A. for making falsifying
claims about the safety of its dams ahead of the Brumadinho dam disaster in Brazil. The dam collapsed in
January 2019, killing 270 people.
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Trends driving positive
environmental and social change
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Businesses, financial institutions, and regulatory bodies have realized the significance of
addressing ESG risks and capitalizing on the underlying opportunities to adopt sustainability.
Catch the latest developments in industries from government mandates to revolutionary
initiatives in this section.
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Trends driving positive environmental and social change
Businesses, financial institutions, and regulatory bodies have realized the significance of addressing ESG risks and capitalizing on the
underlying opportunities to adopt sustainability. Catch the latest developments in industries from government mandates to revolutionary
initiatives in this section.

Europe targets 100 cities to become carbon neutral by
2030
Under the European Commission’s ‘100 Climate-Neutral and Smart
Cities’ scheme, 100 cities out of 377 applicants have been selected
to receive the EU’s support in achieving their carbon-neutral
goal. The cities, which included 12 non-EU cities such as Glasgow,
Sarajevo, and Istanbul, have pledged to drastically reduce their GHG emissions
by 2030.
Source: Politico

Sustainability Debt grows 57% to almost USD1.1tn in a year

According to the Climate Bonds Market Intelligence’s analysis, GSS+ (Green,
Social, Sustainability, Sustainability-linked and Transition)-themed debt
volume increased to almost USD1.1tn in 2021, exhibiting a rise of 57% from the
previous year. The 2021 record volume accounts for 35% of the total market
value of USD2.8tn. The annual green bond issuance exceeded the USD0.5tn
mark for the first time in 2021, summing to USD522.7bn, which was an increase
of 75% from 2020.
Source: Climate Bonds
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UK launches TPT to help firms develop ‘rigorous’ climate
strategies
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The UK government’s new Transition Plan
Taskforce (TPT) was launched to set a
‘gold standard’ for climate transition plans
in the UK. TPT is expected to work for two years to deliver the best practice
recommendations, which will aid companies and the financial sector in
producing science-based climate transition strategies.
Source: Sustainable Futures

EU Council gives green signal to create rules for European
Green Bonds
To promote growth in sustainable finance and facilitate advancement of
climate goals, the EU Council has agreed on its position on the European

Green Bonds’ proposal. The regulation sets uniform requirements for bond
issuers wishing to use the designation ‘European Green Bond’ or ‘EuGB’ for
their environmentally sustainable bonds. The regulation has also established a
supervisory system for external reviewers of European green bonds.
Source: The Council of the EU and the European Council

SBTi develops new standards to regulate banks’ and
investors’ net-zero financial targets
The Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) has published a new
paper–Foundations for Science-Based Net-Zero Target Setting in
the Financial Sector. The paper sets and assesses new standards
for the financial sector’s net zero goals.
Source: ESG Today

Global banks collaborate to decarbonize aviation sector
International banks have come together to strategize a climate-oriented
finance framework for decarbonizing the aviation industry. The consortium of
banks that defined the goals of action include, BNP Paribas, Bank of America,
Crédit Agricole CIB, Societe Generale, Citi, and Standard Chartered.
Source: KnowESG

ISSB launches first proposal for new sustainability and
climate disclosure standards for companies
The International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB), formed
by the International Financial Reporting Standards Foundations
(IFRS), has proposed two drafts related to sustainability standards
for financial information and climate-related disclosures.
The standards are directed for entities that prepare financial
statements based on GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles)
standards. The drafts are open for consultation by the end of July.
Source: Lexology
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Companies joining forces to shape sustainable solutions
ESG issues continue to grow in relevance, be it employee health & safety or climate change. The impact is multi-fold in current times.
Investor groups and corporates are increasingly collaborating to address such issues and drive sustainability. Following are the major
coalitions in the ESG space.

MSCI ESG Ratings provided to investors through Schwab
Charles Schwab, a financial services firm, has
announced the launch of third-party ESG ratings for
clients in the Schwab Equity Ratings Report. The ratings
give them access to MSCI’s ESG ratings on specific companies via Schwab.
com and the report. The new function, according to Schwab, is the latest
illustration of the company’s commitment to assisting clients in customizing
their investment portfolios.
Source: ESG Today

Measurabl announces acquisition of Hatch Data
Hatch Data, a real estate decarbonization platform,
has been acquired by Measurabl. The platform will
incorporate real-time building-level analytics, project
recommendations, and tools that equip customers to improve their ESG
efficiency. The goal is to provide a holistic meter-to-market ESG tech system
to allow every real estate investor to monitor, analyze, and act on ESG factors.
Source: Measurabl
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Bloomberg invests in riskthinking.AI to enhance access of
in-demand climate risk data and analytics
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Bloomberg has announced an equity investment in
riskthinking.AI, a leading provider of financial risk data
analytics for climate change. The companies have also
formed a strategic cooperation to investigate the application of innovative
technologies and risk modelling approaches to gain better understanding of
climate-related financial system risks.
Source: Bloomberg

Goldman Sachs acquires NN Investment Partners for
EUR1.7bn
Goldman Sachs has paid EUR1.7bn for NN Investment Partners,
a Dutch asset manager, to extend its asset management
footprint in Europe and improve its sustainable investment
skills. Goldman Sachs intends to boost the growth of European equity and
investment-grade credit, sustainable investments, and green bonds through
the acquisition. It will also strengthen the integration of ESG ideals into its
operations.
Source: Reuters

Prosek, Blue Dot launch investor relations-focused ESG
advisory service
Prosek, a marketing and communications business, and
Blue Dot Capital, a strategic sustainable finance consultancy,
have launched a new investor relations-focused ESG
consultancy services offering. Prosek had purchased a shareholding in Blue Dot
in 2021 to expand its ESG abilities and offer tactical ESG guidance to financial
services clients. This initiative will assist clients to align their ESG programs and
policies as per investor priorities.
Source: ESG Today

Stripe, Alphabet, McKinsey, Shopify, Meta launch USD925m
carbon removal market initiative
Stripe, Alphabet, Shopify, Meta, and McKinsey have announced the launch
of Frontier, a new advanced market commitment program, targeted at
expediting the formation of carbon removal systems and technologies. The
corporations hope that by doing so, they would enable and promote the
development of large-scale carbon-reduction solutions. The companies have
pledged USD925m to start the initiative.
Source: ESG Today
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Thought leadership through key hires
Companies across the globe are demanding analysts, strategists, and knowledgeable professionals to understand and drive their
ESG data, strategies, and solutions for a range of stakeholders. This section brings you the latest movements of such highly skilled
professionals in the ESG sector.

Lombard Odier IM welcomes Dr Ruben Lubowski as Carbon
Strategist
Lombard Odier Investment Managers have welcomed Dr Ruben Lubowski
as the Chief Carbon and Environmental Markets Strategist. In this position,
Lubowski would be responsible for developing carbon and nature-based
solutions, products, and carbon strategies for private markets.
Source: ESGClarity

Salesforce appoints Tim Christophersen as Vice President
of Climate Action
Salesforce has appointed Tim Christophersen
as Vice President of Climate Action. He will be
guiding the company’s strategy for nature-based
solutions to climate challenges and increasing the
organization’s international sustainability efforts. The
company also launched a new ‘blue carbon’ market
initiative to scale the ocean-based carbon markets
by developing a consistent standard for assessing
projects and credits.

Cornelia Gomez joins General Atlantic as Global Head of
ESG
Cornelia Gomez has joined growth equity firm,
General Atlantic, as Global Head of ESG to direct
the organization’s strategy for advancing ESG
efforts across its portfolio and internally. Previously,
Gomez was the Head of ESG and Sustainability in
private equity investor PAI Partners where she was
responsible for establishing the firm’s ESG practices
and integrating ESG factors across the investment
cycle.
Source: ESG Today

PGIM Real Estate hires Christy Lockridge as Chief Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion Officer
PGIM Real Estate has hired Christy Lockridge as its first
Chief Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Officer. In her new
role, she will develop the company’s commitment to
advancing diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) and
will lead the DEI office in Chicago.
Source: BusinessWire

Source: ESG Today
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KKR hires Pamela Alexander as Head of Corporate
Citizenship
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A leading global investment firm, KKR, has hired Pamela
Alexander as Managing Director and Head of Corporate
Citizenship to oversee the global corporate citizenship and
strategic philanthropy programs. Prior to her appointment,
she was working as the Director of Community Development
at Ford Motors.
Source: BusinessWire
www.sganalytics.com
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Innovation in sustainable investing
The fintech section captures various innovations in the data analytics, software solutioning, and technology space that benefit both
investors and data providers. Learn about the most groundbreaking technologies leading their way to ESG.

Amex introduces new solution to advance climate action
and support low-carbon communities
American Express has introduced a solution for corporates to
manage and offset their carbon footprint on spending. The
solution aims at enabling corporates to track their carbon
footprint and make climate-conscious decisions.
Source: ESG News

Moody’s launches ESG360 platform for portfolio managers
Moody’s has launched a platform for portfolio managers for
conducting ESG research to meet reporting requirements. The
platform also aims at helping them manage and mitigate ESG
risks as well as identifying leaders/laggards across ESG sectors and themes.
Moody’s has also introduced the ESG360 Connect platform for corporate
engagement.
Source: BusinessWire

Workday launches ESG solution for workforce diversity,
supplier-related risk

IncubEx, Trayport join hands to launch TVCM
IncubEx and Trayport have launched The Voluntary Climate
Marketplace (TVCM), a trading platform for carbon offsets.
The platform enables one to choose precise features such as
geography, size, and price with live bids and offers. It is focused on energy
and environmental markets and aimed at reducing and balancing difficult
emissions.
Source: GlobeNewswire

Moody’s Analytics incorporates climate risk assessment
capabilities into CreditLens solution
Moody’s Analytics has incorporated climate risk assessment
in its credit lifecycle management platform, CreditLens. The
platform intends to support financial institutions to understand
the impact of climate risk on customers’ credit quality and
offer insights on how to manage it. The tool ultimately aims to enable financial
institutions to make informed lending decisions.
Source: Moody’s Analytics

Workday has launched an ESG solution to collect risk information
and track emission from suppliers. It has also launched a
dashboard that covers information on diversity, workforce
composition & investment, and organizational health data. The
solution aims to reduce supplier-related emissions and innovate workforcerelated opportunities.
APRIL 2022 | ISSUE 16
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Industry demands met with sustainable investment
products and ESG data & services

As businesses work toward getting ESG-compliant and investors channel their funds into ESG products, the market is gearing up to
facilitate all forms of products and services. In this section, you will find news on key products and services including the launch of
climate change-targeted funds as well as ESG data and services.

Global X introduces Global X Green Building ETF
New York-based Global X has launched the Global X
Green Building ETF (GRNR) to meet the rising demand of
the green buildings sector. The GRNR will invest in firms that promote green
building management and technologies to improve climate resilience. The
fund will track the Solactive Green Building Index and has an expense ratio of
0.45%.
Source: PR Newswire

Moody’s extends ESG credit impact scores coverage;
includes retail & apparel, construction sectors

Moody’s Investors Services has extended its ESG credit
ratings services to include sectors such as retail and
apparel, construction and building materials. The ratings
analysis will include issuer profile scores and credit impact scores. The move
comes after the firm extended its credit impact scores earlier in April 2022 to
more sectors such as aerospace, defense, shipping, consumer products, and
so on.
Source: ESG Today
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Fitch Ratings introduces Climate. VS for corporate sectors
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Fitch Ratings has expanded its Climate Vulnerability
Scores (Climate.VS) for corporate sectors after
introducing the same for the oil & gas and utilities sectors
in 2021. Climate.VS helps investors to manage their portfolio risk and security
and provides vulnerability assessment for elements that impact ratings up to
2050. Such an assessment will factor in key technological, governmental, and
market elements that will influence the ratings till 2050.
Source: KnowESG

WisdomTree
focused ETF

launches

waste-to-energy,

recycling-

WisdomTree, a major ETF provider in the US, has
launched a WisdomTree Recycling Decarbonization
UCITS ETF (WRCY). The ETF focuses on tracking
companies engaged in waste-to-energy and
recycling technologies. It also tracks the performance
of the Tortoise Recycling Decarbonization UCITS Index. The waste-to-energy
companies included in the ETF focus on generating renewable natural gas
and diesel, which produce 50–80% less greenhouse gas emissions than
conventional diesel.
Source: ESG Today

UOB raises USD1.5bn for dual-tranche sustainability bond
United Overseas Bank (UOB) has priced a dual tranche
of senior notes at 1.25% and Tier 2 subordinated notes at
2% per annum. The bank has raised USD1.5bn, with a final
order book of USD2.75bn. This issuance is the first of its kind in a sustainability
bond offering from the Singapore market. It is the first dual-tranche senior and
Tier 2 instrument in sustainability format launched globally by a bank. UOB will
utilize these funds to finance eligible businesses and projects in green buildings,
renewable energy, and eligible social assets.
Source: Straits Times

Amundi replaces Solactive with Bloomberg index on green
bond ETF
Amundi has altered the Lyxor Green Bond ESG Screened UCITS ETF (XCO2)
which will go from tracking the Solactive Green ESG Bond EUR USD IG index to
the Bloomberg MSCI Global Green Bond 1-10 Year index. The switch is driven by
factors including the interest shown by Amundi’s clients in a product with a
capped maturity and therefore a shorter duration.
Source: ETF Stream
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Major policies that pave the way to disclosure in the industry
Policy reformation and amendments in the ESG reporting space are at an all-time high. What started as a voluntary disclosure is
now making its way to becoming mandates. Be it sustainable investments standards or climate change reporting mandates and
transparency in governance practices, we bring you the latest regulatory updates in this section.

EU’s insurance and pension-focused financial regulator
launches climate stress test

Investor groups urge EU to mandate climate transition
plan disclosure
The European Sustainable Investment Forum (Eurosif) and
the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) have written to
the European Commission, European Parliament, and the EU
Council about mandating climate disclosure requirements.
The groups urged the EU to mandate companies to disclose
comprehensive information on their decarbonization plans in their sustainability
reporting rules.
Source: ESG Today

In April 2022, the EU’s insurance and pension-focused financial regulator, the
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA), launched
a climate stress test. The test will assess the resilience of pension investment
institutions to risks associated with the transition to a low-carbon economy.
The European Systemic Risk Board and the European Central Bank have worked
together to develop the test.
Source: ESG Today

FCA issues diversity disclosure rules
The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has issued diversity
disclosure rules for listed companies’ boards and executive
committees. As per the rules, companies should disclose boardlevel diversity targets, changes in policies, and the quantitative
data on diversity at the board and executive levels in their annual report and
accounts from April 1, 2022.
Source: JD Supra
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Canada to issue mandatory climate disclosures for banks
and insurers
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The Canadian government has stated that banks
and insurance companies will be required to make
mandatory climate disclosures in its budget 2022 ‘A
Plan to Grow Our Economy and Make Life More Affordable’. In 2022, the Office
of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) will work with federally
regulated financial institutions to develop disclosure guidelines.
Source: Minerva Analytics

CSA, CCIR issue proposal to bring transparency in funds
A proposal for investment funds and segregated funds was jointly published
by the Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) and the Canadian Council
of Insurance Regulators (CCIR). According to the proposal, securities firms/
funds managers are required to disclose the entire fees and cost of funds to
investors providing them transparency regarding their holding funds.
Source: Investment Executive
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Global sustainability watchdogs chasing wrongdoers
Do companies follow their ESG commitments? Tracking corporate controversies helps in investment decisions and enables stakeholders
to determine whether the companies are being fair to their commitments or merely greenwashing. We bring you the top controversies
in this section.

Credit Suisse investors file for climate resolution

it wasn’t enough.

A group of Credit Suisse investors have filed a
resolution urging the company to end its fossil
fuel financing activities at its AGM. Investors such
as asset managers Amundi, Aviva, and Legal &
General Investment Management have also joined
the resolution. The company has set new targets to
reduce its emissions, but investors commented that

Source: Reuters

Indian competition authority raids sellers on Amazon,
Flipkart platforms
The Competition Commission of India (CCI) has
raided the top two sellers, Cloudtail and Appario, on
the Amazon platform, and other sellers on Flipkart
and Walmart over a breach of competition law.
The authority has seized documents and data from
computers after an investigation was launched in
January 2020. It is alleged that the companies gave
preferential treatment to specific sellers and promoted them on their platform.
Source: TheEdgeMarkets
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The European Medicines Agency (EMA) has requested
Valneva to provide more data on its COVID-19 vaccine
and a justification for having conditional marketing
authorization for the vaccine. The company stocks
have dipped by approximately 15.5%. As of April 2022,
Scotland is in the process of approving the use of
the vaccine. Valneva also signed a deal with the European Commission in
November 2021 to supply 60 million doses of vaccine over two years.
Source: Yahoo!News

California subpoenas ExxonMobil over role in plastic
pollution
An investigation will be launched against Exxon
Mobil for allegedly exaggerating the role of recycling
in order to curb plastic pollution. The company is
accused of deceiving the public and causing harm to
the environment. Exxon Mobil rejected the allegations
made by the California Attorney General’s office. The
authority has not disclosed other companies it is investigating.
Source: CNBC

Investigation launched against Zomato, Swiggy over
platform neutrality

17

Valneva stock slumps after EMA asks for more COVID-19
vaccine data

The CCI has ordered an investigation against
Zomato Media Pvt. Ltd and Swiggy over allegations of
breaching platform neutrality. The companies were
accused of giving priority to specific contractors by
the National Restaurant Association of India (NRAI).
Source: Nasdaq

SEC accuses Vale of misleading investors about safety of
dam before collapse
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has filed a complaint against
Vale S.A. for making falsifying claims about the safety of its Brumadinho dam
in Brazil before the collapse, which occurred in January 2019 leading to the
death of 270 people and causing environmental damage. The regulator
accused the company of manipulating safety audits, falsifying certifications,
and misguiding investors through its ESG disclosures.
Source: SEC
www.sganalytics.com
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trademarks by SG Analytics (SGA) and is not intended to represent or get commercially benefited from it or imply the existence of an association between SGA and the
lawful owners of such trademarks. Information regarding third-party products, services, and organizations was obtained from publicly available sources, and SGA cannot
confirm the accuracy or reliability of such sources or information. Its inclusion does not imply an endorsement by or of any third party.
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